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Board of Visitors Discuss Keu Issues
Kristen Casalcnuova
Opinion Editor

Saturday, March 25, the
Ixmgwood University Board of
Visitors met for its quarterly
meeting to discuss campus-related issues, including professors'
salaries, state legislation, tuition
rates, and the institution's nondiscrimination statement.
In Public Session, Dr. Robert
Webber, head of the Lmgwood
chapter of the American
Association
of
University
Professors, presented a summary
of the annual salary report.
While
faculty
salaries
at
Longwood kept up with inflation
this year, they fell significantly
lower than salaries at other state
universities and benchmark institutions.
An added complication is
compression, which is the problem caused by offering newlyhired faculty members higher
salaries in order to compete with
their other job prospects.
These competitive salaries can
be as high or higher than the
those of Longwood's veteran
faculty members. Webber asked
the board to keep these factors in
mind when deciding on salary
increases.
The faculty representative to

the Board, Dr. Craig Challender,
asked that the underpayment of
staff be addressed as well.
President Patricia Cormier
delivered her report on recently
passed state legislation affecting
the university. The first bill of
interest was the Textbook Market
Reform Act (House Bill 1478,) a
comprehensive bill strongly advocated by Virginia21, the lobbying
group for college students across
the Commonwealth.
The act requires the Board to
implement policies enforcing its
components. According to the
Act, professors must submit textbook lists in a timely manner so
bookstores can buy back books
from students at a higher price.
Bookstores carrying bundled textbooks must also provide unbundled (minus the CDROM or
workbook) versions. The Act
encourages professors to reuse
textbooks if the content of a
newer edition is not substantially
different. Additionally, university
procedures must ensure that textbooks are available to students
otherwise unable to afford them,
such as by keeping copies in the
school library.
The next pertinent legislation
discussed was the passage of
Senate Bill 559, which requires

public and private universities to
provide State Police with personal information on all individuals
offered admission before they
actually enroll.
The Board expressed concern
that this requirement is an
attempt to circumvent the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy
Act, (FERPA), a federal law
which protects the privacy of student education records.
The Finance Committee initially recommended that tuition
and fees for 2006-2007 not be
approved until the General
Assembly released its budget, but
decided that it would be in the
best interest of offering Financial
Aid to students to proceed with
setting a concrete rate. They also
passed a monumental change in
the way tuition is charged.
Beginning in Fall 2006, tuition
will be charged at a per-credit
rate, rather than a flat full-time
rate with overload charges for
more than 18 credits. Students
will then pay only for the credits
they actually take. In-state tuition
will be $134 per credit hour.
Overall, the Board passed an
8.2 percent tuition increase for
in-state students and a 10.4 percent increase for out-of-state students based on an annual course-

load of 30 hours.
The Board deferred approving
the request brought before them
by the Student Government
Association that sexual orientation be included in the university's affirmative action statement.
Last semester, SGA passed the
resolution after seeking and
acquiring approval from the student body..
The Faculty Senate drafted its
own supporting resolution. Dr.
Cormier also openly endorsed it.
The Board wants to ensure
that, if included, there will be no
conflict with state laws which do
not recogonize sexual orientation
as a protected class along with
race and religion. Eleven other
state uiversities include sexual orientation in their affirmative
action statements. •
The Board of Visitors is the
governing body for Longwood
University, composed of twelve
governor-appointed members.
There is no limit on the number
of terms members can serve, but
they must be re-appointed every
two years.
The Board has the final decision on university policies and all
financial matters. Such entities
exist for each public university in
the Commonwealth.

Avian Flu Continues to be a Cause lor Concern
Matt Bloom
Staff Writer

The Avian influenza outbreak
continues to hold the attention of
the World Health Organization,
(WHO), the Center for Disease
Control (CDC), and the families
of the 105 human victims that
the virus has so far claimed.
Officially known to the scientific community as Avian influenza A (H5N1), scientists in the
United States confirmed last
week the presence of a second
strain in some infected birds. The
chief of the CDC influenza
branch, Dr Nancy Cox, has told
the press that the mutation of
H5N1 does not have the ability
to cross the species barrier to
infect humans, except in rare
cases.

The disease has a mortality
rate of over 50% in humans. So
far, 105 people have died in 180
reported cases. The majority of
cases are among children and
young adults, striking otherwise
healthy individuals.
Officials with the WHO have
been tracking the virus since its
first appearance in a human in
Hong Kong in 1999. They worry
that the disease is being underreported because the symptoms of
Avian influenza are very general
Some deaths attributed to
other causes may have been
unconfirmed cases of H5N1.
The reported symptoms in
humans range from influenzalike symptoms to pneumonia,
eye infections, severe and deadly
respiratory diseases, or other life-

threatening complications.
Avian influenza A first
appeared in Hong Kong, left its
mark in Southeast Asia and traveled across the continent to
Egypt, Iraq, Afghanistan, and
Israel. Birds have died from the
disease throughout all parts of
Asia and Europe.
There are no known ways to
stop the spread of the virus since
wild birds are the chief carriers,
although millions of birds are
being culled to prevent the spread
of the flu.
Humans are thought to have
caught the disease through close
contact with infected birds, but
no organizations are reporting
any cases of human-to-human
spread of the virus. Experts estimate a worldwide pandemic casu-

alty figure at somewhere between
8 million to 50 million people,
with a mortality rate of slightly
less than 50%, dependent on the
success of the development and
distribution of a vaccine.
An outbreak caused by a different strain of influenza shortly
after World War I killed xx
Americans and approximately 20
million people worldwide.
Professor John Oxford, a virology professor at Queen Mary's
School of Medicine and Dentistry
in England, says that humans
could be susceptible to H5N1 at
any time of the year, not just during winter.
Those facts have not shaken
some Longwood students. Susan
Koplan said, "With today's modern medical technology, I'd sleep

safely at night even if the flu started to infect a lot of humans."
"I'm not really worried at all,"
says Derek Anderson. "If an epidemic broke out I'm sure the government would find a vaccine."
Scientists at the CDC and
WHO are currendy working on a
vaccine for both known types of
avian influenza A, but influenza
viruses are infamous for mutating
rapidly and dodging vaccines.
Laboratory tests have confirmed that over-the-counter
influenza drugs already on the
market help in the treatment of
symptoms, but do not offer any
protection from or cure for the
disease.
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Words From Tke Editor Intrepidity: Tke Hottest Spot Nortk of Savannak
"Choose leisure
wear and matching
luggage. Choose a
three piece suit on
hire purchase in a
range of f***»«
fabrics. Choose
DIY and wondering who you are on a Sunday
morning. Choose sitting on that
couch watching mind-numbing
spirit-crushing game shows,
stuffing f****** junk food into
your mouth. Choose rotting
away at the end of it all, pishing
you last in a miserable home,
nothing more than an embarrassment to the selfish, (*****up brats you have spawned to
replace yourself. Choose your
future. Choose life."
These are the opening lines
from one of the great novel
turned film, Trainspotting. Our
tragic hero, Renton, gives this
soliloquy and proceeds to
inform viewers that he instead
chooses heroin, and we will

understand this decision, transformation and relevance by the
denouement.
Luckily, I have been blessed
with either an adventurous
spirit or blind faith in humans,
and this trait has led me to
valiant exploits unseen and
parts unknown. My most
recent venture landed me in
Savannah, Georgia during
Spring Break.
After a tiring mental debate
between the prospect of pursuing every young girl's dream of
a "Girls Gone Wild" film
career and playing in the
Shamrock rugby tournament, I
finally chose the latter and
pressed on with my virtue.
Through the course of the trip,
I explained to my co-liason
Kristen, that we are the adverse
"yes people" of the world. Not
those who say yes to appease,
but say yes to every shining
opportunity life provides. This
gives the most logical justifica-
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don for what some may call our
"irrational" actions.
After losing our first game that
Saturday morn, which I believe to
be a directly sabotaging result of
the scheduling committee making
us play at 8 a.m., our morale was
not the highest. Marilyn, our prop,
and I were traversing through the
grass and came upon a gaggle of
gendemen in pink shorts. We
began bantering and inquiring
about these pink scrum shorts
and the reasoning for wearing
such ridiculous, latently homosexual attire. They refused to disclose
any information about their fashion choice or homeland, only stirring more interest. The only information they would share was that
they played for the Canadian
select touring side, which proudly
held the name, "The Shockers."
Yes, read this in the most vulgar
sense you can imagine.
After the tournament we did
the only logical thing one could
conceive of at the moment and
went back to the house they were
renting for the weekend. Soon
Krissy, Kristen, Marilyn and I
were encircled by thirty rugby
players who serenaded us with
traditional rugby hymns until we
departed for the seedy karaoke
bar down the street. The night
saw many diminished cans of V8
juice, the poor passed-our men
who suffered bodily vandalism via

Sharpie and newfound mutual
adoration forming on the coast
of the southeast.
The next day, after the championship game, we were all sad
dened to tell the Canadians goodbye. They filled a spot in each of
us and provided the perfect consummation for the weekend.
Had we all not shared that
glint of chance in our eyes, this
story would have never been created and many of us would not
have been engorged with that
international intrigue.
This should serve as a mere
example as to why you should say
yes. Take the advice of Renton
and say yes to life. By the end of
the movie, he has seen the terrors
of what heroin can do to a soul
and vows to start over. He knows
it can be rough out there in the
real world, but is willing to
embrace the realm of realityalone—without
the
opiatecharged needles.
Renton begins the new day
with this reasoning to support his
decision; "So why did I do it? I
could offer a million answers, all
false. The truth is that I'm a bad
person, but that's going to
change; I'm going to change.
This is the last of this sort of
thing. I'm cleaning up and I'm
moving on, going straight and
choosing life. I'm looking forward to it already. I'm going to be

just like you: the job, the family,
the f****** big television, the
washing machine, the car, the
compact disc and electrical tin
opener, good health, low cholesterol, dental insurance, mortgage, starter home, leisurewear,
luggage, three-piece suite, DIY,
game shows, junk food, children, walks in the park, nine to
five, good at golf, washing the
car, choice of sweaters, family
Christmas, indexed pension, tax
exemption, clearing the gutters,
getting by, looking ahead to the
day you die."
In light of his speech, I must
explain, "So why did we do it?"
Why did we abandon our friends
and risk our lives? I Jke Renton,
to keep looking and moving
ahead. To test the waters of new
love/lust. To pursue something
promising. To disrupt the "dailiness of life" that has been
proven much more lethal than
spontaneity. To develop memories, that with the mere recollection can be enough to drag your
tired, seemingly worthless self
out of bed on even the dreariest

of days.

Janet Jones
Editor-in-Chief

Letter to tke Editor: A Tenant Responds
Dear Editor:

Charlotte was running an ad in
the Herald, posting signs, and
In response to the recent Off- actively trying to find a sub-leaser
Campus
housing
Survey/ for the apartment.
Interview of the Rotunda's
When I called with a problem,
Editor, 1 feel compelled to share Charlotte answered calls herself,
my experience as a former tenant sometimes I did have to call more
of Charlotte Green.
than once for the problem, but
I have lived in student apart- she was honest and attempted to
ments off-campus, and on-cam- get someone out to fix it.
pus dorms at both Longwood
If it was not something she was
and Virginia Tech over the past 15 fixing immediately, she'd let me
years.
know.
I have seen the good, the bad,
Charlotte Green is one of the
and just awful when it comes to few Landlords that allow pets.
college town landlords.
This is a huge deal, considering
I had a great .experience as a the damage pets can cause as a
tenant of Green Properties, and result of irresponsible owners,
the majority of my former neigh- and the scarcity of Landlords that
bors re-signed leases there.
will put up with the hassle.
I found Charlotte to be a carOne of the apartments last year
ing, flexible, and conscientious- had several thousand dollars
landlord.
worth of damage from pets, so
When I signed my lease in sadly 1 understand why so many
October of 2005, Charlotte had landlords refuse to permit them.
advertised my apartment for a
When it comes to rent,
tenant who was not returning to Charlotte was a stickler, but
Farmville.
understanding

I had a special circumstance
one month in which she let me
pay my rent in two installments
(no late charge), and have
known her to make special
arrangements for other tenants
that are otherwise prompt with
their rent.
I received my whole security
deposit back, and most of my
neighbors did too.
I bought my first home this
summer and asked Charlotte to
do home inspection (did I mention she's an electrician, plumber
and contractor as well?). She is
a wealth of home improvement
information.
On
another
occasion,
Charlotte offered to walk me
through a plumbing problem
over the phone that 1 was trying
to handle myself. I did not know
her before renting from her, but
over the past year she has
become a great friend.

see LETTER p3
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and
everyone to submit props and drops to rotundaQlongwood.edu

Props:
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Board of Visitors Decision a Disappointment
Trudy Berry
Gml Writer
I am disappointed that the Board
of Visitors (BoV) did not vote to
approve adding "sexual orientation" to the non-discrimination
clause
of
Longwood's
Affirmative Action Statement.
Once again, members of the
BoV ceded to legal counsel
because they fear putting into
writing a statement that guarantees "inclusion" of a marginalized
group of citizens in the belief
that inclusion, i.e. non-discrimination, is not federally or state
mandated. Does not our U.S.
Constitution represent a federal
mandate?
Why do I feel like we are fighting another separate but equal
case? The BoV expressed that
they agree with the "spirit" of the
amendment, but they don't like
the wording. They said as long as
we have inclusion, we don't need
to say it in writing. I disagree. It is
exacdy because some people feel
they have a right to commit acts
and omissions against others
because there is no writing to
specifically prohibit it, that it is
important, it is necessary to put in
writing: To place in Longwood's
Affirmative Action Statement
that we will not discriminate
against those of another sexual
orientation.
That is exactly why we have the
Civil Rights Act and all of its
amendments: every time a group
of citizens is denied their constitutional rights, legislators must
put it in writing as a reminder that
the rights guaranteed by the U.S.
Constitution extend to every U.S.
citizen.
The BoV stated they would
readdress this issue at their June
meeting to allow time to tweak
the phrasing of the amendment; I
fear this is a stall tactic to get this
issue off the radar again, maybe
until the federal government or
the Commonwealth of Virginia
enact not only discriminatory legislation but legislation that forces

religious dogma upon every citizen. The push to amend the U.S.
Constitution to define marriage
and the push in Virginia to
amend the Constitution to ban
gay marriage as well as to pass
legislation to ban gays from
adopting children will put resolution of Longwood's amendment
further into the future than June
2006. My legalese is limited, but
this is an issue of sex. Sex is biological. This is an issue of protecting people who are oriented
toward, or prefer, members of
their own sex: whether or not
they choose to partner.
This is not an issue of gender.
Gender denotes masculinity and
femininity. A male can be feminine. A female can be masculine.
No matter the sexual orientation
or preference, a male heterosexual or homosexual can exhibit
either, or both, masculine and
feminine characteristics.
A female heterosexual or
homosexual can exhibit either, or
both, feminine and masculine
characteristics. The only characteristic relevant to this issue is the
male sex attracted to the male sex
and the female sex attracted to
the female sex. How else to
phrase it other than "'sexual' orientation or preference"?
Their actions indicate that the
BoV and legal counsel are
attempting to create an all-inclusive phrase and one that will not
ruffle the feathers of the closedminded and intolerant, thus precluding any lawsuits. The law is a
basic guideline; it provides a floor
that indicates that you cannot
offer less protection or fewer
benefits than the guideline allows.
By omission, it implies that more
protection or benefits may be
offered.
Other VA institutes of higher
education include "sexual orientation" in their non-discrimination clauses.
Longwood can do the same.
Failing to do so is a failure of our
governing body to stand up for

what is right, to stand up in the
face of adversity and to be willing
to face a court battle to protect the
very citizens for whom they proclaim to have the best interests at
heart.
Yes, I am disappointed in the
BoV. They are leading by "do as I
say, not as I do" rather than by
example: they do not exhibit the
qualities of responsible citizen
leaders working for the common
good.
The qualities that Longwood
strives to instill in its students.
Maybe it is time to have elected
members of the BoV: elected by
the students, faculty, and staff of
Longwood.

LETTER cont'd p.2
I still call her to find out who
is a good roofer, how much a
new deck would be, and when
my sewer-line was clogged and
shooting undesirables all over my
front yard, Charlotte and an
assistant came out on a dark,
cold, New Year's Eve to see if
they could unclog it with a pipe
snake. Yeah, she's really just that
kind of person.If you're mature,
responsible, and looking for a
really nice, quiet apartment,
Charlotte is a wonderful
Landlord.
If you're looking for a place
to party with 100 of your closest
friends throughout the week,
think timely rent payment is
optional (an eviction takes a long
time, right??), or think off-campus housing should be along the
lines of an all-inclusive 5 star
resort. Green Properties is not
for you! Charlotte owns and
works at her own Construction
Company, Green Construction.
She is super busy, but she still
answers her cell phone throughout the day. Charlotte is a
woderful person to rent from if
you are a responsible tenant, you
will find Green Properties to be
a great place to live.
-Ingrid Corner

+ Saying yes! to life
+ Bonding with professors
+ Irish drinking songs
+ The recent increase in cancelled classes
+ Bowing out with grace and dignity
+ Eyes that touch galaxies
+ Dr. Jordan for being hired on April Fool's
+ Debating by yourself and still giving it your all
+ Students and clubs supporting philanthropies
+ President Cormier for refusing to take Sexual
Orientation Inclusion off the BoV agenda*
Drops:
- Professors who change guidelines for assignments
- Trying to sing when you don't know the lyrics
- Not graduating on time for lack of course offerings
- The ID Center never being open
- Arduous meetings with a coughing member (whom
we love all the same)
- * Attorney General Bob McDonnell for trying to
diminish civil rights (he requested the refused action)

Speak Out
This segment features a Longwoodpertinent question
answered by a random sample of students. If you have any
suggestions about what next week's question should be,
please send an e-mail to rotunda@longwood.edu.

What do you think
about the new logo?

.
LANCERS

"I don't think it represents a
Lancer at all. It's a pony."
- Emily Durrer (Freshman)

"I kind of like it because the horse
looks very scary and it will intimidate our opponents."
- Anne Barry (Sophomore)
"I think that it looks like the
Denver Broncos Logo, which
doesn't make sense."
- Rachel Wanveer (Junior)

"It's more contemporary and
competitive."
- Alex McGuirk (Senior)

Opinion
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Letter to tke Editor: Tke Bible Does Provide Evidence tnat Homosexuality is Sinful
Dear Editor:
Over the past month, I have
been reading your publication. In
the past several weeks, quite often
someone in your paper has quoted the Levirical Law, as is relates
to homosexuality.
You have
quoted specific passages in the
Bible, while ignoring the Bible's
teaching as a whole, to make
Christians seem hypocritical and
irrational. In doing so, you have
ignored some of the largest and
most basic Biblical principles.
The Church shouldn't condone homosexuality, as it is a sin.
However, the Church has faltered
as a whole in making homosexuality seem like a larger sin than
any other sin, when in fact all sin
is equal in God's eyes.
Before I get into addressing
statements your paper has made,
I would like to remind you that
Christians are not the only ones
who believe homosexuality is not
natural and is a sin.
Jews, Muslims, and Mormons
all definitively believe that homosexuality is wrong.
Many Buddhists believe homosexuality is not right. In a 1997
press conference, the Dalai Lama
said, "From a Buddhist point of
view lesbian and gay sex is generally considered sexual misconduct."
Hinduism may be the only
major religion that largely
believes homosexuality is accept-

able.
If you are going to argue that
homosexuals should be allowed
to get married, realize others
besides conservative Christians
disagree.
You mention that Christians
cannot say homosexuality is
wrong without "Employing a
double standard," due to the fact
that most Christians don't stricdy
hold to the Levitical Law (your
specific example being directly
consuming the fat and blood of
animals).
My problem with this argument is that the Levitical Laws
are no longer in effect
Old Testament Levitical Law,
referred to as the "ceremonial
law," was given by God to protect his people and to clearly
reveal the imperfect and sinful
state we as humans are ALL in.
This established a necessity for a
perfector, Jesus.
If you read through the
Levitical I JWS and research each
law, you will see that there was a
common sense reason for each
law, although at first glance it
may not seem so.
In a time when the simplest
bacteria or illness would kill you,
it was important to know how to
deal with lepers and menstruating women, among other things.
Hebrews 8:13 says, "By coming up with a new plan, a new
covenant between God and His
people, God put the old plan on

the shelf. And there it stays, gathering dust."
The old plan spoken of in this
verse is the Old Testament ceremonial laws.
A new plan is now in place,
consisting
of
the
10
Commandments
and
New
Testament teachings.
Homosexuality is direcdy condemned in the New Testament as
well. First Corinthians 6:9-10
(NASB) says, "Or do you not
know that the unrighteous will
not inherit the kingdom of God?
Do not be deceived; neither fornicators (premarital sex), nor
idolaters, nor adulterers, nor
effeminate, nor homosexuals, nor
thieves, nor the covetous, nor
drunkards, nor revilers, nor
swindlers, will inherit the kingdom of God."
This means that homosexuality
is still wrong, according to
Biblical teaching but Christians
no longer have to follow the
Levitical Law.
While your paper quoted the
"fact" that the Bible was an oral
tradition for a majority of Earth's
existence and said we should
question the validity for that reason, I find it amazing that the
books of the Bible were written
over the course of thousands of
years, all across the globe, and yet
there is no contradiction in it.
I do not know how you can
make the claim that the Bible is
an oral tradition when it is written

on scrolls.
You have claimed that the
Bible is a story, but in fact the
Bible is not a story at all.
There are several books in the
Bible that are historical and seem
like stories.
However, Second Timothy
3:16 says "Every part of
Scripture is God-breathed and
useful one way or another—showing us truth, exposing our rebellion, correcting our mistakes,
training us to live God's way."
Also, the Bibles that are
bought today are translated from
the original scrolls, meaning any
translations changed for the use
of each king were not used and
are therefore wrong.
I do not believe that God
makes mistakes.
Another remarkable aspect of
the Bible is that it is full of
prophesies and a large majority of
those prophesies have come true,
while we are waiting for the rest
to come true.
The mathematical probability
of the number of prophesies
coming true that have is like filling the state of Texas a foot deep
with quarters and having only
one nickel in there and picking
that one nickel on the first try.
You asked the question, where
is God's will in arranged marriages?
God in fact arranged the first
marriage between Adam and
Eve. What God intended mar-

riage to be is a whole paper topic
in and of itsdf.
I will agree that the sanctity of
marriage has been lost by our
sotiety, this however does not
make
homosexual
marriage
acceptable
I will also agree with you that
the only moral thing our government should be able to do is protect and defend individual rights.
The
Declaration
of
Independence says "We hold
these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable Rights,
that among these are Life, Liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness."
Our rights are given from God
and our forefathers recognized
that fact while also saying government should not be able to force
any religion on a person, therefore
separation of Church and State.
You have the right to be homosexual, but God does not grant
homosexuals the right to get married, therefore gay marriage
should not be granted by the government.
The problem with the government allowing homosexuals to,
"Get married," arises in the fact
that homosexual marriage is not a
marriage at all and you are asking
the government to redefine the
term marriage to something God
never intended marriage to be.
see LETTER 2 p.5

Instruction and assistance needed lor

[Rise to the Challenge]
" I hear that if you make a gift to Hi* Senior Challenge
that you can mingle with Or. Cormier, Is this truer "

successful local business person.
Adobe Illustrator, Dreamweaver, using
HTML code, search engine optimization,
etc. Also, looking for all tupes of writing;

Yes - this is true.

copy,articles, press releases, newsletters.
If you make a gift to the 14th Annual Senior Challenge
you will be treated like many of our dedicated donors.
You dont have to wait until you are older
to become a distinguished donor you can become on* right now!

Watch for opportunities throughout tHe semaatsr to make
a gift of any amount to the 14th Annual Senior Challenge.
You may also make your gift to Senior Challenge online at
wwwJongwood.edu/arharreement.erriorchdterige.rmiil

Contact Sandy Henderson, 434590-8855 or sandu@ruAratsva.com.

Two undergraduates
needed for Fall 06
Marketing Internship.
Send in a cover letter and

ie 14th Annual Senior Challenge
I Uareerstty reuadatlea I Email: gHtsO«Mgweod.ee« I ■«-'" '~g

■» —-■--»■

nn-tntixlt»H|l I

V434.Jt5.2i16

resume to
career@lonflwood.edii.

News
Iraq Nears State of Civil War

March 31, 2006

Matt Bloom
Staff Writer

Since the begining of March,
there has been an explosion of
sectarian violence in Iraq, mainly
confined to Baghdad and areas
within 75 miles.
Many analysts believe that the
violence is being caused by a
political stalemate in Iraq's newly
formed Parliament, which has
not been able to produce a
majority government yet.
Ethnic and religious arguments and divisions in Iraq's
Parliament have spilled out into
the streets, as Shia Muslims continue a bombing campaign
against Sunni Muslims that has
claimed hundreds of lives. These
killings have, in turn, sparked
retaliatory killings, adding to the
death-toll and violence.
A source inside the U.S.
Defense Department blamed the
escalating violence on Shi'ite

LETTER 2 confd p.4
The Levitical Laws in the Old
Testament arc no longer in
effect Christians now follow
the 10 Commandments and
New Testament Laws.
Homosexuality
is
condemned in the Old and New
Testament, but because we follow the New Testament new,
we are no longer required to
know how to deal with lepers,
menstruating women, and
things of this nature.
The Church has gone wrong
in the fact that it has largely
made homosexuality seem Bke a
bigger sin than anything else,
which is not true. Every sin is
equal in God's eyes and separates us from Him, which is why
we need a Savior.
While I will agree with you
that our government should
only be able to protect our
rights, I believe those rights are
God given, as did our forefathers, and that homosexuals
have the right to be who they
are but do not have the right to
get married because gay marriage does not fulfill what God
and the government now define
as marriage.
-Matthew Davis

extremists provoking other Shias
to attack and terrorize the country's Sunni minority (only around
20% of Iraq's population is
Sunni Arab, compared to its
60% Shia Arab majority).
Although no official death
counts have been released, many
journalists and international
organizations estimate the current death toll to be almost 1,000
after the roughly five weeks of
sectarian violence.
All of this internal strife
comes at a time when recent
opinion polls state that the
majority of Sunnis and Shia
want to get along with one
another.
Iraqi police and U.S. military
personnel offer a different opinion, as they almost daily discover
numerous bodies that have been
killed execution-style.
Mosques, centers of Muslim
worship, have become open targets for both sides, expanding
the reach of the violence to the
elderly, women, young children,
and imams.

lyad Allawi, the struggling
nation's former Prime Minister,
told the British Broadcasting
Corporation that as many as 50
to 60 civilians are dying each day
as a result of these tensions, and
said that his country was in civil
war.
Other Iraqi politicians have
acknowledged that the situation
is bad, and could get much
worse before they get better.
President Bush does not share
their pessimistic view, declaring
that the Iraqis "had a chance to
fall apart and they didn't."
No one has been able to say
for certain when, or if, the violence will stop. Even when an
Iraqi majority is formed in
Parliament and an effective,
operating government is established, there is a possibility that
violence and in-fighting could
continue. The Kurdish minority
in the north are very concerned
about the degree of autonomy
that the Iraqi government is willing to bestow on them, as well as
the status of the oil-rich city of

Kirkuk, which they want as their
capital
Dr. Geoffrey de Laforcade, a
professor
of
History
at
Longwood University, says that
there is one man who could stop
the internal violence. His name is
Moqtada al-Sadr, the leader of
Iraq's largest political party. He
was also the man responsible for
the uprising in Fallujah in 2004
and controls the Mahdi army.
Al-Sadr is, however, completely nationalistic, despite his Shia
ties, and could possily unify' the
country if he and his parry came
into power. The only question is
if he would be able to usher in an
era of Iraqi prosperity and unity
.or would turn into another
Saddam Hussein
Many Sunnis fear that if the
Shias would begin to discriminate
against them if they assumed
power, says John Simpson,
World Affairs Editor for the
British
Broadcasting
Corporation. He goes on to
explain that there is only one
thing that a majority of Iraqis can
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agree on. "There is a real, [deep]
anger that the richest nation on
Earth should have taken over
their country and made them even
worse off in so many ways than
they were before," Simpson
explains.
Although American hatred is
not universal, there still is a very
real threat to U.S. troops. The
death toll for Amencan soldiers
has reached the 2,300 mark. Many
times more than that have been
injured.
President Bush has hinted in a
recent press conference that
troops might have to be stationed
there beyond his projected 2009
departure date. When asked about
presenting a timetable for a total
withdrawal of US troops.
President Bush responded. That,
of course, is an objective and that
will be decided by future presidents and future governments of

Iraq."

SGA Presidental Debate Turns Into Mediated Monologue
Janet Jones
ESor-in-Cbief

A crowd of students slowly
filed into the ballroom of the
student union, anticipating the
debate that was to take place
between the two SGA presidential candidates, Phillip
Bums and Adam Brownback.
The debate was delayed due
to the absence of Brownback
and after contacting him ft was
reported that he dropped out
of the race.
The SGA still proceeded
with the debate so Burns
could share his platform with
the students in attendance.
Tim Pierson served as the
mediator for the debate and

asked Burns questions created by
members of the SGA.
Burns began by praising the
fact that SGA seems to be more
student oriented this year and if
elected hopes to create more student involvement
He would also like to change
the way the SGA is perceived.
Many students see the organization's purpose as a means of
intimidating and punishing, when
they actually exist to make conditions for the students better.
This is pardy due to the way
some of the past
members have
acted, but Burns
hopes to unite
this division.

The Career Center is seeking
Marketing/Publicity Interns for Fall

2006 and a paid Graduate Student
Worker for Fall 2006/Spring 2007.

For more information,
check LancerTRAK or come by
the Career Center
(Lancaster 6 08 A).

Burns closed by expressing
disappointment that he is running unopposed and said, "I
was hoping that someone
would run against me. I don't
feel like I have earned this, so
for a year now I have to prove
to 4,521 students that there is a
reason why I have this tide. I
will prove this to Longwood
everyday for the next year if I
have to and I will fight for
every single student on this
campus if they give me a valid
reason to do so."

Remember to
vote in the SGA
elections on
Blackboard next
week

Princeps would like to recognize the following seniors, faculty, and staff for
their commitment to promoting leadership in the Longwood community.
Cricket Gicz
Catherine Kelly
Joy Walsh
Eric McMillan

Megan Beazley
Joyce Trent
Wayne Meshejian

As we embark on the final weeks of school,
do not follow where the path may lead.
Go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.

Art <& Entertainment
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Reveiw

Authors Series Review: Pam Duncan
Leslie Smith
Dcsigt Editor
Last Wednesday, March 22,
North Carolina native Pam
Duncan came to campus to read
as a part of the English
Department's Authors Series.
The author of the books. Moon
Women (2001), Plant IJfe (2003)
and the soon-to-be-finished
Hurricane Season, Duncan never
thought she could write as a way
to make a living.
"I thought all writers were
dead, or living in New York City,"
she said, laughing.
When she was younger, she
read "...any book that had independent little girls," and strove to
emulate them.
It wasn't until her grandmother died that Duncan started to
write seriously: "She wasn't
around to tell me stories, so I had
to tell stories to myself...I could
hear her voice in my head - 'If
you ain't gonna shit, get off the
pod' - so I went ahead and
signed up for a couple of workshops."
She started to write short stories, but often encountered
writer's block. A teacher gave her
advice, saying that if she liked to
read novels, maybe she should
start writing them.
"What you read imprints on
your brain somehow, and I had
novels on the brain," she said.
She started to read Southern
Literature before she worked on
Moon Women, mosdy because
she had never heard of it.
After Duncan realized that
"those people wrote the way I
talked!" she decided to start write
her own story.
"I wanted to write it the way it

should have happened - no one
get sick or have anything bad
happen to them - but no one
wants to read a novel where
nothing happens," she said,
explaining why she didn't write
creative non-fiction.
When Duncan explained Plant
Life, she said, "I wanted to write
about the community of women
in the workplace."
Her characters range from
frank and funny to depressed
and anguished. Duncan said, "I
feel like I'm living vicariously
through my characters sometimes... I know I could never
afford to live at the beach."
She's written young, old, and
multiple in-betweens.
Duncan captures a whole
world of people, although she
does admit that she has problems with keeping the plot line
intact.
She added that her editors will
sometimes say that she suffers
from a "ghost of a plot" hiding
amid strong women and situations.
During the question and
answer session after her reading,
someone wondered if Duncan's
family approved of her close-tonon-fiction stories.
Duncan comes from a working class background, and admits
that the majority of her family
members are not voracious readers.
"Our family just doesn't talk
about things like that...I want
them to buy 'em; I don't care if
they read them," she said with a
laugh.
But she did go on to say she
had overheard her mother complimenting her work, and that it
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MURDERBALL
Krittcn
rules of play for the sport wheelCaialenuovo chair rugby is loosely based upon.
Opinion
Coach John Graham explained
J5attft>r

meant something to her that they
had read her books.
A student asked if Duncan
enjoyed revising her work, and
she said, "I discovered it really
works," and that everyone would
be better off revising.
"When I write, that's my way
of participating in the storytelling
tradition... that's also why I
revise," Duncan said, explaining
that otherwise revising helps her
stay more concise, and that she
tends to ramble a lot.
Duncan's biggest piece of
advice for writing students:
"Don't quit your day job...you
need to go to school to learn how
to make a living."
Afterwards, people swarmed
around her, asking questions and
sharing stories.
Alex Storz said of the reading,
"There was a certain sense of
honesty and a simple, but loving,
portrayal of character. The character voices were very distinct,
especially to a northern guy like
me."
The next Authors Series reading will be Monday, April 3, with
Thomas Rain Crowe.

You want to see a live, intense competition of creativity, precision, and VA
fraternities and sororities stepping at its best...Then come out to the

"NPHC STEP SHOW"
The organizations of the National Pan-Hellenic Council will host the Annual NPHC Step
This event will highlight step teams from several fraternity and sorority chapters from
the Virginia area as well as area public high school step teams. Teams will be competing for a $500 prizel
Don'f mist the biggett event of the year!!
WHEN:
Saturday, April 8th
WHERE: Dorrill Dining Hall at Longwood
COST: $3.00 for Greeks, $5.00 for college students (w/ ID), and $7.00 for general public.
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. Step Show starts at 7:30pm.
And don't forget th. "STEP SHOW AFTER PARTY" @ 10pm located at llor Gym. ADMISSION: $2 for
Greek*, $3 for Students w/ ID, and $5 for general public and it open to everyone. Doort will open
at 10pm following the trap ihowi For more information, call (434) 395 • 21 It.

Friday night March 24, at 7:30
p.m. the Longwood Men's Rugby
Club and Lancer Productions
cosponsored the showing of
MURDERBALL
the
ThinkMTV-produced documentary about wheelchair rugby.
Prior to the viewing. Men's
Rugby demonstrated the basic

*c premise common to both and
sets rugby apart from other contact sports, such as football. In
rugby, the ball handler wants to
be tackled so that he can pass the
ball right before impact. The ball
then advances while the defend
en are still occupied wih the tackling.

see MURDERBALL p.7

Autkors Series Preview:
Tkomas Rain C rowe

Thomas Rain Crowe - poet,
prose writer, translator, editor,
recording artist and environmental activist - will give a reading
Monday, April 3, at 8 p.m. in
I-ongwood University's Wygal
Auditorium.
Crowe, who lives in the Smoky
Mountains in southwestern
North Carolina, where he grew
up, is the author of 12 original
and translated works. His awardwinning memoir Zoro's Field: My
Life in the Appalachian Woods,
based on the four years during
which he lived a rustic existence
in a mountain cabin, has been
called a "contemporary twist on
WaldcnPond."
One of the San Francisco-area
poets in the 1970s known as the

"Baby Beats," he was editor of
Beatitude magazine and Beatitude
Press. Since returning to North
Carolina in 1979 he was a founding editor of Katuah Journal: A
Bioregional Journal of the
Southern Appalachians, formed a
spoken-word and music band
called the Boatrockers, and
founded New Native Press and
Fern Hill Records, the latter a
recording label devoted exclusively to the collaboration of poetry
and music
As an editor and publisher,
Crowe has been, in his words, a
"champion for writers writing in
marginalized languages," including Celtic, Native American and
other languages. He currendy
writes features and columns on
culture, community and the environment for the weekly newspaper Smoky Mountain News. His
appearance is part of the
Longwood Authors Series.

erformance Artist Nancy Hulse
Nancy Hulse, a
performance
artist and educator who specializes
in
multi-media
programs on
issues of violence against
women, will
present a program Wednesday, April 12, at 8 pjm. in
Longwood
University's
Wygal
Auditorium.

Hulse will present That Ain't No Way
to Treat a Lady, which is described as "a
collage of dance, poetry and music that
dramatizes the cause and effect of
domestic violence against women."
Hulse, of Schenectady, N.Y., has
worked with women and women's issues
for almost 20 years.
The program, sponsored by the student organization Students Advocating a
Fearless Environment (SAFE), is free
and open to anyone.

Arts & Entertainment
Inside Man' cast adds fuel to film
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C.J. Tuor
V-Wirt
Please forgive me if my article
seems amateurish today. This is a
new experience because this is
the first time I've had to review a
Joint.
That's right. Spike Lee is as it
again and instead of telling a
complicated tale of race, politics,
and metaphor, he has put together a bank heist film that is more
fun than it is thought provoking.
This film is cool. That's really
all I can say.
The story is fast paced; the
characters are dynamic, the dialogue crackles, and so on.
Everything about this film is cool.
I'm surprised Samuel L. Jackson
and the Fonz don't have cameos.
The story starts with Dalton
[Clive Owen] announcing that he
intends to rob a bank and then he
does.
He and his cohorts walk into a
bank, take out security and hold
more than 40 people hostage.

The
hostage
negotiator
[Denzel Washington] tries his
best to keep the situation calm
even though he suspects that
there is more going on than
meets the eye. He's right.
It seems the bank's president
[Christopher Plummer] has a
secret and he's afraid of what
the robbers might find.
He is so worried in fact that
he sends Madeline White [Jodie
Foster], a woman who specializes in keeping secrets under
wraps.
Using her influence, Madeline
is thrown into the crime scene
and what follows is really just a
batde of wits and character.
The negotiator is worried that
this is much more than your
average bank robbery, Madeline
is worried that she might have
sided with the wrong person,
and Dalton doesn't seem worried at all.
The whole plot seems somewhat familiar, there have been

tons of heist movies, but it is
presented in such a way that it
really feels completely original.
Nothing really felt cliche or old
hat, every choice seemed just
right for this particular story.
The cast is fantastic, every one
of them plays their part to a T
Denzel Washington could
carry this story on his own with
his portrayal of a sharp cop who
begins to realize that he may not
have all the answers.
He plays it with such a degree
of wit and humbleness that I feel

Go check out

Cancun's
(the only 18+ club for miles!)
next time you're bored on a
Wednesday or Thursday night!
Wednesday - Country Music Night
Live DJ and Karaoke from 8 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Drink Specials £rom 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. (21+)
Thursday - College Night
Live DJ plays Top 40,
R&B and Rap from 9 p.m. - z a.m.
Free Buffet after 11 p.m.!
Open Wednesday from 6 p.m. - l p.m.
Thursday-Saturday from 6 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Friday and Saturday,
DJ Squeak comes to town!
Find them at: 713A North Main Street
(App. Yt mile past GreenSront's)

Call for more information: 434-315*0297

he has more raw charisma than
any part he has had since
"Training Day."
Clive Owen plays one of the
most anti anti-heroes cinema has
seen since the days of film noir.
Every second he is onstage you
really know what he's thinking or
what he will do next.
Christopher Plummer does a
great job playing the villain that
an audience can actually land of
feel sorry for. In the movie he is
guilty of some terrible things but
when he is pleading with those
sad, tired eyes you can't help but
believe he is really sorry.
Jodie Foster is not in this
movie as much as the previews
suggest she is. She has a secondary part but it's a character that
dominates the conflict of every
room she is in and makes all
these cool customers surprisingly
uncomfortable.
I realize that I have done noth-

MURDERBALL cont'd p.6
Other concepts were described and
played out in the ballroom of the
Student Union- the first rime it has been
appropriate to play a full-contact sport
inside this room. Plays such as "the
scrum," "the line out," and "the try"
were exhibited and technical terms such
as "hooker," "whore," and "prop" were
illustrated in a clear, simple fashion. No
mirrors or chandeliers were damaged
during the demonstration.
After fielding the ball, team members
fielded questions, one of which concerned the difference between the rules
for men's rugby and for women's rugby.
It is worth noting that, despite its barbaric reputation, rugby is one of the few
true egalitarian sports in that the rules
for both men's and women's are identical.
A firm grasp on the concept of rugby
is not required to understand wheelchair
rugby because, except for tackling, it
really has nothing to do with the bipedal
version of the game. In the first five
minutes of the documentary, the wheelchair rendition is explained. Mark
Zupan, a star player for the American
team best sums up the object of the
game: "Basically you want to kill the man
with the ball."
MURDERBALL is about quadriplegics whom after the accidents leading to
their conditions, find purpose in life by
playing a full contact sport. The game of
murderball was originally developed in

ing but sing this movie's praises
and it deserves it.
This movie is the land of
film you can just sit back, relax,
and enjoy.
It isn't really deep but it is
entertaining. It might just be a
popcorn film but it is the
"Citizen Kane" of popcorn
films.
It is a lot smarter than your
average heist but certainly not as
artistic as the great crime dramas- "Dog Day Afternoon" for
example.
This is one of director Spike
Lee's few films that lacks philosophy and social commentary.
He just seems content on telling
a good, intriguing story and
leaving the politics at the door.
Sure there is still some racial
tension but only on the very
surface and it only exists to create a realistic atmosphere and
characters.

Canada; to increase marketability to
sponsors the name was soon changed to
wheelchair rugby. The game's popularity
quickly progressed and at the time of the
shooting of the film, twelve countries
participated in the Wheelchair Rugby
World Championships. In the United
States, over 500 individuals play on teams
throughout the country. A select few are
chosen to compete on the national team
at events such as the one previously mentioned. The pinnacle of international
competitions for people with special
physical conditions is the Paralympics
held after the Olympics using the same
facilities and encompassing all the same
sports. This is not to be confused with
the Special Olympics which caters to
people with mental distinctions. The difference is best summarized by one of the
wheelchair rugby players on the national
team- "We're not going for a hug, we're
going for a fucking gold medal."
MURDERBALL does a phenomenal
job of explaining the history and evolution of the sport but more importantly it
conveys the background of the players of
wheelchair rugby. The documentary
reveals in profound detail their personal
lives, how they came to be in wheelchairs,
their intimate struggles with their
"impairments," the perspectives of thenloved ones, and their inspiring perseverance and sense of humor. ThinkMTV
captures all this with stunning artistic cinematography and a soundtrack that reverberates with the sentiments the film
inspires in its audience.

Calendar
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For tke Week of Marck 31st - April 6tn
Friday the 31st

Sunday the 2nd

Tuesday the 4th

Thursday the 6th

LP Movie: King Kong
7:30 p.m.
Student Union ABC
Rooms

LP Movie: King Kong
2 p.m.
Student Union ABC

Departmental Recital
3:30 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall

LCVA: Ukrainian Egg with
Carolyn Wysocki
6:30 p.m.
LCVA Lower Level
Pre-registration required

Rooms

Chamber Music Series:
James Nalley, piano
7:30 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall

Saturday the 1st
Happy April Fool's Day!
Serving Those Who Serve
11 a.m.
Lankford Student Union

Senior Voice Recital
1 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall

Wednesday the 5th

LP Craft Night
9 p.m.
Lankford Ballroom

Senior Piano Recital:
Adam Stratton
7:30 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall

Tongue in Ckeek

By:EllieWcxxWi

Motivate Me: i
Words to Inspire You from
Great Women
"I would venture to
guess that Anon, who
wrote so many poems
without signing them,
was often a woman."
- Virginia Woolf
"The power of the
harasser, the abuser, the
rapist depends above all
on the silence of
women."
- Ursula LeGuin
"Life is what we make
it, always has been,
always will be."
- Grandma Moses
"Nothing in life is to be
feared. It is only to be
understood."

- Marie Curie

Extreme Makeover:
Career Edition
The Career Center PREMIER of an
ALL-IN-ONE WORKSHOP!!
DATES:

Tuesday, April 4
3:30-530 p.m. ^M
Wednesday, April 5
4:00-6:00 p.m.

Wednesday, April 19

WANTED-.

4:00-6:00 p.m.

Students interested in ads,

Learn:
Job & Internship Searching
Resume & Cover
Dressing for Success
Letter Writing
Networking
Interviewing
"Don't forget to chock out LancerTRAK at
http://www.longwood.odu/caroor/
LancerTrabEntry.htm

design &"" layout, writing
(of all kinds), computer
technicians.
Come to The Rotunda
office Monday nigkt at

9:15 p.m. to apply!

